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Abstract—Conservation of information (COI) popularized by
the no free lunch theorem is a great leveler of search algorithms,
showing that on average no search outperforms any other.
Yet in practice some searches appear to outperform others. In
consequence, some have questioned the significance of COI to the
performance of search algorithms. An underlying foundation of
COI is Bernoulli’s Principle of Insufficient Reason1(PrOIR) which
imposes of a uniform distribution on a search space in the absence
of all prior knowledge about the search target or the search space
structure. The assumption is conserved under mapping. If the
probability of finding a target in a search space is p, then the
problem of finding the target in any subset of the search space is p.
More generally, all some-to-many mappings of a uniform search
space result in a new search space where the chance of doing
better than p is 50-50. Consequently the chance of doing worse
is 50-50. This result can be viewed as a confirming property of
COI. To properly assess the significance of the COI for search, one
must completely identify the precise sources of information that
affect search performance. This discussion leads to resolution of
the seeming conflict between COI and the observation that some
search algorithms perform well on a large class of problems.

Index Terms—active information, Bernoulli’s principle of in-
sufficient reason, Bernoulli’s principle of non-sufficient reason,
Bertrand’s paradox, conservation of generalization performance,
conservation of information, endogenous information, equal dis-
tribution of ignorance, evolutionary search, no free lunch theo-
rem, principle of indifference, uniform distribution

I. INTRODUCTION

Conservation of information2 [13], [14], [15], [16], [20],

[21], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58], [65], [66], [67] (COI) popu-

larized by the no free lunch theorem (NFLT) [18], [38], [45],

[68], dictates than, on average, one search technique performs

as well as any other. Like Gödel’s incompleteness theorem,

the NFLT reveals an impossibility, namely, that there exists

no “magic bullet” search algorithm [38], [11] that performs

better, on average, than any other search algorithm. Gödel’s

result establishes important limitations for computer science,

as revealed in the Turing halting problem [10] and Rice’s
theorem [52]. Likewise, COI establishes important limitations

for search algorithms, as revealed in the amount of active

information that must be infused into a search for it to be

successful.

1Also called Bernoulli’s Principle of Non-sufficient Reason [44], the Prin-
ciple of Indifference [44], and the Equal Distribution of Ignorance [41].

2The term conservation of information applied to search limitations, includ-
ing the NFLT, was apparently coined by English [20]. Schaffer [58] earlier
used the phrase A Conservation Law for Generalization Performance.

Schaffer [58], for example, notes

“... a learner [without prior knowledge] ... that

achieves at least mildly better-than-chance perfor-

mance ... is like a perpetual motion machine.”

Concerning the NFLT, Ho and Pepyne [38] write

“... unless you can make prior assumptions about

the ... [problems] you are working on, then no

search strategy, no matter how sophisticated, can be

expected to perform better than any other.”

According to Wolpert and Macready [68], search can be

improved only by

“... incorporating problem-specific knowledge into

the behavior of the [optimization or search] algo-

rithm.”

The “prior assumptions” and “problem specific knowledge”

required for “better-than-chance performance” in evolutionary

search [24], [27], [49], [70] derives from prior knowledge that,

when properly fitted to the search algorithm, favorably guides

the search.

An underlying assumption of COI is Bernoulli’s principle
of insufficient reason (PrOIR) [2], [50] which states

“... in the absence of any prior knowledge, we must

assume that the events [in a search space] ... have

equal probability.”

Laplace subscribed to the principle when he wrote uniformity

should be assumed [23]

“... [when] we have no reason to believe any partic-

ular case should happen in preference to any other”

Bernoulli’s PrOIR, offered in 1713, is equivalent to an initial

imposition of maximum (information-theoretic) entropy on the

search space [10], [50]. The assumption of maximum entropy

is useful in optimization and is, for example, foundational in

Burg’s algorithm [4], also known as the maximum entropy
method [50]. To generate useful solutions using Burg’s al-

gorithm, the unknown portion of the problem is constrained to

be at maximum entropy.

Most criticisms of COI are aimed at the uniformity assump-

tion imposed by Bernoulli’s PrOIR [17], [32], [64] where the

meaning of “absence of any prior knowledge” is often mis-

construed. Indeed, once imposed, the uniformity assumption

is robust on mappings of the search space. We show this new

COI result in Section III.
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II. CONSERVATION OF INFORMATION

Like many important insights, reflection and hindsight re-

veals the obviousness of the COI. After presenting his paper

A Conservation Law for Generalization Performance [58],

Cullen Schaffer noted [59]

“About half of the people in the audience to which

my work was directed told me that my result was

completely obvious and common knowledge–which

is perfectly fair. Of course, the other half argued just

as strongly that the result wasn’t true.”

A debate also occurred in regard to Gödel’s theorem which,

in its original form [29], [30], was understood only by math-

ematicians and logicians. Turing’s application of the theorem

in the halting problem [12] and subsequent contributions and

popularization in algorithmic information theory by Chaitin

[5], [6] reveal both the generality, obviousness and ubiquity of

Gödel’s insight.

To illustrate the obviousness of COI, consider the following

illustration [32]. If we enter a room where cards from a well

shuffled standard 52 card poker deck are laid randomly face

down on a table, our chances of turning over the ace of spades

(A♠) in less than five card flips is not dependent on the

ordering of the cards turned. Using the result of a flipped

card, say the K♣, in any way to determine the location of the

next move also does not improve the probability of success.

After five card flips, no matter how clever the method used,

the probability, p, of choosing the A♠ is the same:

p =

(
51
4

)
(
52
5

) = 0.0962 (1)

A. Information Measures

The endogenous information, IΩ, of a search [14], [15], [16]

expresses the difficulty of a search in terms of forecasting coin

flips.

IΩ = − log2 p bits. (2)

An endogenous information of IΩ = 10 bits, for example, cor-

responds to a search with a difficulty equivalent to forecasting

the outcome of 10 sequential flips of a fair coin. The search

can be a single query or a multiple query sequence. For the

example of finding the A♠ in five card flips, the endogenous

information for the five query search is, from (1) and (2),

IΩ = 3.38 bits. This endogenous information is invariant to

the choice of the search algorithm.

The endogenous information can be visualized as resulting

from a search space with N = 1/p equally likely outcomes.

The expression in (2) is then the information associated with

choosing a single target element from this space assuming a

uniform distribution [10], i.e. assuming Bernoulli’s PrOIR.

Knowledge about the structure of a search space or the

location of a target can improve the chances of success to some

q ≥ p. To illustrate, suppose the cards in the search for the

A♠ example are arranged into four quadrants of 13 cards and

each quadrant contains randomly arranged cards of the same,

albeit unspecified, suit. This knowledge increases the chance3

of finding the A♠ in five card flips from p to q = 0.274. The

difficulty of this problem has been reduced to the exogenous
information IS = − log2 q bits. For the card flipping example,

IS = 1.87 bits. The decrease in number of bits of difficulty

is the active information [14], [15], [16], I+, extracted from

application of the prior knowledge about the problem.

I+ = IΩ − IS = − log2

(
p

q

)
. (3)

For the card flipping example, I+ = 1.51 bits.

The active information defined in (3) has intuitively sat-

isfying special conditions. To generate a search with success

probability q = p requires no active information. To craft a

search with twice the probability of success (q = 2p) requires

a single bit of active information, etc. For a perfect search

(q = 1), the required active information is the endogenous in-

formation and all the available information has been extracted

from the search. If misleading knowledge is used,4 the search

can be made worse than random and the active information

can be negative.

Like other log measurements such as dB, active information

is measured with respect to a reference value. In the card

flipping example, active information was measured given the

assumption the poker deck size was fixed at 52 cards. There

was no consideration that the deck of cards was chosen from

a bin containing Uno, pinochle, and Old Maid card decks, nor

was the number of cards in the deck considered to be a random

variable. Active information was, instead, measured from the

reference of using an ordinary poker deck of 52 playing cards.

Alternately, suppose the poker cards are not only divided

into quadrants as before, but all face cards are identified.

The active information can be measured with respect to the

quadrant division knowledge alone, or with respect to the

original random arrangement of all 52 cards.

Critics of Bernoulli’s PrOIR include Keynes [44], who

appeals to Bertrand’s paradox [50], [47] as a counterexample.

More recent interpretations fault the definition of random in

Bertrand’s paradox rather than a failure of Bernoulli’s PrOIR

[47], [50]. Bernoulli’s PrOIR does not work when a search

space is ill-defined or heuristically uncertain as is typical in

the social sciences [41], [42], e.g. assigning the primary cause

of juvenile delinquency to (a) poverty, (b) peer pressure, or (c)

3This follows from elementary probability. Assume we choose among the
quadrants until we uncover a spade. If, in quadrant one, we uncover a ♣,
quadrant one is never visited again. When a ♠ is uncovered, the remainder
of card flips, as needed, are spent in the ♠ quadrant. Let ♠k be the event of
first revealing a spade on flip k. Then Pr[♠k] = 1/4 for k = 1, 2, 3, 4. From
the theorem of total probability,

q = Pr[A♠] =
4∑

k=1

Pr[A♠|♠k]Pr[♠k] =
1

4

4∑

k=1

Pr[A♠|♠k]

Since Pr[A♠|♠k] = (6 − k)/13. we obtain q = 0.274
4In the card flipping example, for example, assume the A♠ is placed in

the ♣ quadrant and the A♣ is placed with the ♠’s. If this information is not
known and all cards in each quadrant are assumed to be of the same suit, the
chance of success in five card flips will fall below p and the active information
will be negative.
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other causes does not warrant a 1/3, 1/3, 1/3 split and, fur-

thermore, contradicts a separate test between only (a) poverty

and (b) other causes. Frequentists argue that with no prior

knowledge of the search space, assignment of probabilities

is inappropriate and falls outside of the scope of probability

theory [41]. Yet Bernoulli’s PrOIR is often inescapable. If you

have one of a million lottery tickets, the best estimate of the

probability of winning is one in a million. The probability

calculation in (1) also assumes Bernoulli’s PrOIR. With no

prior knowledge about a target or the search space structure,

Bernoulli’s PrOIR is likewise applicable to the finite discrete

search spaces in computer search.

III. CONSERVATION OF BEROULLI’S PROIR

The uniform distribution imposed by Bernoulli’s PrOIR in

a discrete search space remains robust under transformation

or manipulation of the search domain. No arrangement of

the search space can add active information if there is no

knowledge concerning the search target or the search space

structure.

This result seems contrary to an objection by Keynes, a

critic of Bernoulli’s PrOIR. He offers the following criticism

[42], [44]:

“Consider the specific volume of a given substance.

Let us suppose that we know the specific volume to

lie between 1 and 3, but that we have no information

as to whereabouts in this interval its exact value is to

be found. The Principle of Indifference [Bernoulli’s

PrOIR] would allow us to assume that it is as likely

to lie between 1 and 2 as between 2 and 3; for there

is no reason for supposing that it lies in one interval

rather than in the other. The specific density is the

reciprocal of the specific volume, so that if the later

is v the former if 1
v . Our data remaining as before,

we know that the specific density must lie between 1

and 1
3 , and, by the use of the Principle ... as before,

that it is as likely to lie between 1 and 2
3 as between

2
3 and 1

3 .”

Keynes argues that Bernoulli’s PrOIR cannot apply to both

the specific density and the specific volume because the 50-

50 division results differ in each case. Gädenfors and Sahlin

[28] note that many criticisms on Bernoulli’s PrOIR, such

as Keynes’s, focus on cases where the underlying random

variable has an infinite number of possibilities. Bertrand [3]

was “so much impressed by the contradictions of geometrical

probability that he wishes to exclude all examples in which

the number of alternatives is infinite” [44].

For finite discrete search spaces, however, in the absence

of any information about the location of the target, Bernoulli’s

PrOIR is conserved in all some-to-many mappings (see Fig-

ure 1) of the search space in the sense that, if the probability

of success in the original search space under uniformity is p,

then the mapped search space, no matter how configured, will

have a probability of success p̂ such that

Pr[p̂ ≥ p ] =
1
2
. (4)

Therefore, independent of p, with no knowledge of about the

target or the search space structure, we have a 50-50 chance of

doing better in all some-to-many mappings and consequently

a 50-50 chance of doing worse. Finite discrete search spaces

underlie No Free Lunch Theorems [68].

Equation (4) is proved in Appendix A.

Fig. 1. An example of a some-to-many mapping of a search space Ω to Ω̂.

When considering the example of finding A♠ in a well

shuffled deck, the result in (4) is obvious. Choose a subset

of cards and, to simulate the equivalent of allowing duplicated

cards in the map, assign each subset card a probabilistic weight

of importance. With respect to randomly choosing from the

original 52 cards, choosing from this weighted subset will not

improve your chances of finding the A♠.

A. Identifying a Good Search

In order to craft a search that performs better than uniform

randomness, active information is required. Let q ≥ p denote

an acceptable probability of the new search. How much

information is required to create a search-for-a-search with a

probability of success of at least q?

Let Ω2 be the finite space of all search algorithms on the

search space Ω. Let

T2 ⊂ Ω2 (5)

be the set of search algorithms that have a probability of

success of at least q. Then the endogenous information of the

search-for-the-search is

IΩ2 = − log2

( |T2|
|Ω2|

)
. (6)

Not surprisingly,

IΩ2 ≥ I+. (7)

The search-for-the-search is therefore at least as difficult as the

original search active information being sought.5 A derivation

of (7) is in Appendix B.

IV. INTERPRETING BERNOULLI’S PROIR

In most cases, the controversy over COI can be traced to

the interpretation and understanding of Bernoulli’s PrOIR, a

concept that can be muddied by what may be called familiarity
zones. Like comfort zones, familiarity zones can become so

ingrained that we take for granted things we have no right

to take for granted. The “absence of any prior knowledge”

required for uniformity conceptually parallels the difficulty of

5The bound in (7) is conservative. Under loose conditions, the endogenous
information of the search-for-the-search can be shown to be IΩ2 � eI+ when
information is measured in nats [14], i.e. using a natural logarithm instead of
log2.
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understanding the nothing that physics says existed before the

Big Bang. It’s common to picture the universe before the Big

Bang is a large black void empty space. No. This is a flawed

image. Before the Big Bang there was nothing. A large black
void empty space is something. So space must be purged from

our visualization. Our next impulse is then, mistakenly, to say,

“There was nothing. Then, all of a sudden...” No. That doesn’t

work either. All of a sudden presupposes there was time and

modern cosmology says that time in our universe was also

created at the Big Bang.6 The concept of nothing must exclude

conditions involving time and space. Nothing is conceptually

difficult because the idea is so divorced from our experience

and familiarity zones.

A similar problem occurs with the phrase “no prior in-

formation.” Some critics of COI build on the no free lunch
metaphor and claim that, in some instances, there may be a

“free appetizer” [17] or “free leftovers” [9]. They appeal to

searches with “links” in the optimization space and smooth-

ness constraints that enable “hill-climbing” optimization [32].7

Prior knowledge about the smoothness of a search landscape

required for gradient based hill-climbing,8 is not only common

but is also vital to the success of some search optimizations.9

Such procedures, however, are of little use when searching to

find a sequence of, say, 7 letters from a 26-letter alphabet

to form a word that will pass successfully through a spell

checker, or when choosing a sequence of commands from

26 available commands to generate a logic operation such as

XNOR [46]. The ability of a search procedure to work better

than average on a class of problems is not prohibited by COI.10

Knowledge about the class in which a problem lies is, indeed,

prior knowledge. Such knowledge can come through insight

into the search space structure, or it can come from some

assessment of the target location or fitness.

Although commonly used evolutionary algorithms such

as particle swarm optimization [19] and genetic algorithms

[31] perform well on a wide range of problems, there is no

discrepancy between the successful experience of practitioners

with such versatile algorithms and the COI imposed inability

of the search algorithms themselves to create information [7],

[20]. The additional information often lies in the experience

of the programmer who, with prior knowledge of the problem

class, prescribes how the knowledge about the search is to be

6For a more thorough high-level explanation, see Hawking [34].
7The criticisms of COI can be inappropriately extreme. An example is

“Wolpert and Macready [who coined the term NFLT [68]] (1997) contribute
their share to the hype [about COI]. And with astonishing lack of perspective,
[M.I.T. Ph.D. and Harvard mathematics professor Yu-Chi] Ho and [David]
Pepyne (2002) compare the basic NFL theorem to one of the deepest
achievements in 20th century mathematics: Gödels incompleteness theorem.”
[32]

8E.g., steepest ascent and the Widrow-Hoff algorithm [51].
9E.g., adaptive filters and the training of layered perceptron neural networks

[51].
10There is a useful analogy in the halting problem [10] where Turing proves

there exists no meta-procedure to analyze any arbitrary computer program
to determine whether the program will stop or not. This does not prohibit,
however, meta code from determining whether halting will occur in a class
of computer programs.

folded into the search algorithm.11 COI takes issue, rather,

with claims that one search procedure invariably performs

universally better than another, or that remarkable results are

due to the search procedure alone [1], [33], [37], [14], [48],

[53], [60], [62].

The “no prior knowledge” cited in Bernoulli’s PrOIR is

all or nothing: we have prior knowledge about the search or

we don’t. Active information [14], [15], [16], on the other

hand, measures the degree to which prior knowledge can

contribute to the solution of a search problem. Culberson [11]

illustrates the same property in considering the computational

requirements of graph coloring dependent on available prior

knowledge about the problem. When a graph is known, optimal

coloring can be performed in constant time. As the knowledge

about the graph decreases, the problem eventually becomes

NP-complete and, ultimately, with no knowledge about the

graph, the problem requires blind search and becomes dis-

tinctly “intractable” [43]. Active information allows for the

quantification of these different levels of a priori knowledge

about a search.

A. Co-Evolution

Co-evolutionary optimization uses evolutionary tournament

play among agents to evolve winning strategies and has

been used impressively to identify winning strategies in both

checkers [25] and chess [26]. Although co-evolution has been

identified as a potential source for an evolutionary free lunch

[69], strict application of Benoulli’s PrOIR suggests otherwise.

To illustrate the applicability of Benoulli’s PrOIR to co-

evolution, consider a variation of the game of checkers dubbed

“give away” where the winner forces the opponent to capture

all of their checkers. The contestant who looses all checkers

is declared the winner. The winning strategy in give-away

is the diametric opposite of conventional checkers where the

winner captures all of the checkers of the opponent. Since the

strategies are opposite, a successful strategy for one of the

games will miserably fail for the other. Claims for a possible

“free lunch” in co-evolution [69] assume prior knowledge of

what constitutes a win. Detailed analysis of co-evolution under

the constraint of Bernoulli’s PrOIR remains an open problem.

B. Biological Implications of COI

Finally, because biological evolution is widely supposed

to be Darwinian and thus nonteleological,12 some critics of

COI have argued that it is inapplicable to biology [32], [69].

In particular, they argue that “targets,” as humanly imposed

artifacts, have no biological analogue. We note, however, that

intrinsic targets can be mandated by search space structure and

are consistent with Cambridge paleobiologist Simon Conway

Morris’ observation [8] that evolution seems to converge on

only a few biological endpoints, e.g. the camera eye of humans

and squids. He therefore theorizes that if the evolutionary

11Early practitioners of computer search referred to themselves as “penalty
function artists” [36].

12A point we dispute [13], [16].
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process were restarted from the beginning, the life forms of to-

day, including humans, would re-evolve. From the perspective

of COI, these limited number of endpoints on which evolution

converges constitute intrinsic targets, crafted in part by initial

conditions and the environment.

V. THE IMPACT OF THE NFLT

The impact of COI on the field of evolutionary algorithms

has been significant. Here are some of its immediate conse-

quences.

• COI has led to the formulation of active information

as a measure that needs to be introduced to render an

evolutionary search successful [15]. Like an athlete on

steroids, many such programs are doctored, intentionally

or not, to succeed [14].

• Christensen and Oppacher note the NFLT is “very useful,

especially in light of some of the sometimes outra-

geous claims that had been made of specific optimization

algorithms” [7]. Search algorithms do not contribute

information to the search, and the COI exposes the

inappropriateness of such claims.

• COI shows that claims about one algorithm outperforming

another can only be made with regard to benchmarks

set by particular targets and particular search structures.

Performance attributes and empirical performance com-

parisons cannot be extrapolated beyond such particulars.

There is no all-purpose “magic bullet” search algorithm

for all problems [11], [63].

• COI puts to rest the inflated claims for the information-

generating power of evolutionary simulations such as

Avida [22], [46] and ev [60].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Prior knowledge, when properly prescribed, successfully

guides an evolutionary search to a solution by incorporating

knowledge about the target and the underlying structure of the

search space. That structure determines how the search deviates

from the uniformity assumption of the NFLT. References to

“geographical structure[s],” “link structure[s],” search space

“clustering,” and smooth surfaces conducive to “hill climbing”

reinforce rather that refute the quasi-teleological conclusion

that the success of evolutionary search depends solely on active

information from prior knowledge [32]. This suggests that in

biology, as in computing, there is no free lunch [13].

APPENDIX A: PROOF OF EQUATION (4)

Let Ω denote a discrete search space with |Ω| elements

and an unknown target T ∈ Ω. Under Bernoulli’s PrOIR,

p = |T |/|Ω|. Consider, then, a some-to-many mapping re-

configuration of the search space, Ω̂ = g(Ω), as illustrated in

Figure 1.

Consider, first, the special case of a some-to-one mapping

where Ω̂ ⊂ Ω and elements in Ω appears in Ω̂ at most once.

For a fixed but unknown p, |T̂ | is a binomial random variable,

Pr
[
|T̂ | = k̂

]
=

(|Ω̂|
k̂

)
pk̂(1 − p)|Ω̂|−k̂.

In the new space, Ω̂, what is the chance that we do better, i.e.,
that p̂ ≥ p where p̂ = |T̂ |/|Ω̂|? We first note that Pr [p̂ ≥ p] =
Pr

[
|T̂ | ≥ p|Ω̂|

]
. Since |T̂ | is a binomial random variable its

median13 is p |Ω̂| [35]. Thus Pr [p̂ ≥ p ] = 1
2 .

The generalization to cases where elements of Ω can appear

more than once in Ω̂ is straightforward. Since the location of

the target is unknown, the replication of any element in Ω̂ to

make the space larger will result in a new space where the

probability of success, p̂, remains the same.

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF EQUATION (7)

Each ω ∈ Ω2 has a measure μω equal to the probability of

search success. Then the average probability of success of a

search program chosen at random is p = (1/|Ω2|)
∑

ω∈Ω2
μω.

The subset T2 ⊂ Ω2 is the set of search algorithms that have

a probability of success of at least q, i.e. T2 = {ω|μω ≥ q}.
Define π = (1/|T2|)

∑
ω∈T2

μω. From the definition of T2

it follows that

π ≥ q. (8)

Since μω ≥ 0, we have from (5),
∑

ω∈Ω2
μω ≥ ∑

ω∈T2
μω.

Therefore p|Ω2| ≥ π|T2|. Since, from (8), π|T2| ≥ q|T2|, we

have p|Ω2| ≥ q|T2|. Thus p/q ≥ |T2|/|Ω2| from which (7)

follows after taking the negative log of both sides.14
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